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The low-order modes of spheroidal,pure electron plasmashave been studied experimentally,both
in a cylindrical eiectrode structure and in a quadrupole trap. Comparison is made between
measurementsof mode frequencies,recent analytical theories, and numerical simulations.Effects
consideredinclude trap anharmonicity,image charges,and temperature.Quantitative agreementis
obtainedbetweenthe predictionsand thesemeasurementsfor spheroidalplasmasin the quadrupole
trap. In many experimentson single-componentplasmas,including antimatterplasmas,the standard
diagnostic techniques used to measurethe density and temperatureare not appropriate.A new
method is presentedfor determiningthe size, shape,averagedensity, and temperatureof a plasma
confinedin a Penningtrap from measurementsof the modefrequencies. 0 1995 American Institute
of Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Single-componentplasmashave been extensively studied, both experimentally and theoretically.‘72Most experimentalstudiesare conductedin cylindrically symmetric Penning traps, in which radial confinement is provided by a
magneticfield and axial confinementis provided by an externally imposed electrostatic potential well. Pure electron
plasmashave typically been studiedin traps with long cylindrical electrodes3to increase the total number of trapped
particles and to reduce the importanceof end effects, which
are difficult to treat theoretically.On the other hand,ion plasmas and small numbersof ions that are not in a plasmastate
are usually studied in short traps with precision hyperboloidal electrodes.4
Experimentswith pure ion plasmasin precision quadrupole traps have begun to combine these two different fields
of Penningtrap research.4Although the number of particles
trappedin theseexperimentsis still small (2 lo’), laser cooling lowers their temperaturesufficiently to make them plasmas. In some experiments,4the temperatureis so low (T
< 10 mK) that the plasmas become strongly coupled,
forming concentric shells5 Because a quadrupole trap is
used,the plasmasare spheroidal,6ratherthan cylindrical. Remarkably, an exact theory exists’ for the normal modes of
theseplasmas,in the limit of very low temperatures.Someof
the predicted modes have been observedat frequenciesin
‘very good agreementwith the theory.*”
The experimentsdescribedin this paper were performed
with large numbersof particles (lo’- 109)in an approximate
quadrupoletrap. Single-componentplasmasof various species have been studied in the sametrap, including pure electron, pure ion, and pure positronplasmas.In an earlier paper,
we presentedresults for modesin pure electronplasmas.”In
%esent address: Plasma Physics Laboratory, Columbia University, New
York, New York 10027.
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this paper we describethe experimentsin more detail, and
also present the first data on collective plasma modes in a
pure positron plasma.Theseexperimentshave led to an improved understandingof the temperatureand shape dependenceof the plasmamode frequenciesin theseplasmas,with
the prospectof their application as a diagnostic in a variety
of experiments.lO*‘
Other
t
experimentswith positron plasmas
and pure ion plasmasare discussedelsewhere.‘2*‘3
The trap used in the experimentsdescribed here was
designedto accumulateand store positrons.*4“5There are a
variety of applications for trapped positrons including
plasma physics applications,such’as the study of electronpositron plasmas,‘6-20and tokamak transport experiments2’
Other applications include the searchfor resonantstates in
electron-positron scattering experiments,22positron annihilation studies,23-27
the production of low-emittance positron
beams,2sand the formation of antihydrogen.
The plasmamode studiesreportedhere were begunwith
the intention of developing a nonperturbativediagnostic of
the properties of a positron plasma, for which neither the
probesused for neutral plasmasnor the destructivediagnostics used for electron plasmasare desirable.The sametechniques could also be used to monitor antiproton plasmas30*31
or as an adjunct to the usual techniquesfor electron plasma
experiments.The propertiesof positron plasmasare the same
as those of electron plasmas,except that positron confinement is dominatedby annihilation on neutral gas molecules
in our trap. Becauseelectronsare more convenient to work
with, positrons were not used for most of the mode studies
describedhere.
The plasmas are formed by trapping particles from a
weak beam, using collisions with a neutral buffer gas to remove the required energy.As a result, the plasmas cool to
room temperature,but they may be heatedto about 0.5 eV by
the application of RF noise. Using standardtechniques,the
temperatureand the radial density profile can be measured.
Several of the normal modes predicted by Dubin are ob-
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FIG. 1. Cross section of a quadrupole Penning trap. The trap is cylindrically
symmetric about the z axis.
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In the absenceof the electric field of the trap, a charged
particle would move freely in the z direction, while executing circular motions in x and y at the cyclotron frequency,
f12,=qBlmc,
where c is the speedof light, and q and m are
the charge and mass of the particle, respectively.A charged
particle confined in the trap electric field follows a more
complicated path that is the.superpositionof three independent harmonic oscillations. In the z direction, it oscillates
Its motion
about the origin at a frequency, w, = &$CG$
in the x and y coordinatesconsistsof a rapid circular motion
downshifted from the cyclotron frequency:

accompaniedby a slower circular drift around the z axis at
the magnetronfrequency,
(3)

served, although not always at exactly the frequencies predicted by the cold fluid theory. The discrepanciesare mostly
the result of the plasma temperature, and the data are in
excellent agreement with numerical simulations of the
plasmas.”
This paper is organizedin the following manner.In Sec.
II we describe the theory of single-componentplasmas in
quadrupole traps. The experimental equipment and techniques used are described in Sec. III. The results obtained
with electron plasmasare presentedin Sec. IV and compared
with the cold fluid theory and with numerical simulations.
The use of theseresults as diagnosticsis also described,and
data obtained with positron plasmasare presented.Section V,
whichconcludes the paper, is a brief summary of the present
state of knowledge in this area.
II. THEORY
A. Plasma equilibrium

The electrodes of an ideal quadrupole Penning trap,
shown in Fig. 1, are hyperboloids of revolution with their
axis of symmetry (defined as the z axis) aligned with a uniform magnetic field, B, and sharing the asymptotes p
x +y is the cylindrical radius coor=i-VTZ, where p = ST-2
dinate. Various choices for the hyperboloids are possible.
The standard one is the asymptotically symmetric Penning
trap, in which the electrode surfacessatisfy the equation
$-. $pp”=tz;.
(1)
The minimum distance from the trap center to either of the
two “endcap” electrodes(describedby the plus sign in the
above equation) is thus zo, and the distance to the “ring”
electrode (describedby the minus sign) is p. = dzo . If the
endcapsand the ring are set to potentials V and - V, respectively, the electric potential has the form
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These two frequenciesare the roots, a, of the equation
w;=2Q(&-a).

(4)

When nf % RM and the electric field varies slowly over the
radius of the cyclotron orbits, conditions that are well satisfied in most electron plasmaexperiments,the magnetronmotion may be thought of as the EXB drift of the guiding
center of the particle. The amplitudesand phasesof the three
independentoscillations may be determined from the initial
conditions. Typically, the amplitudes are of more interest
than the phases,since they are constants of the motion. In
particular, the radius of the cyclotron motion is
g+pyC$+i&#
PC=

(

np-2,;

1’2

1

’

where p is the radial position and b and p$ are the radial and
azimuthal components of the particle velocity. The radius,
pd, of the magnetron drift motion is found from the same
formula by replacing Ck, with Szf .
The thermal equilibrium of a large number of particles
confined in a cylindrical Penningtrap at a low temperatureis
a uniform-density cylindrical plasma, rotating rigidly.32The
rotation frequency, w, , may be either of the two roots of the
equation
w2=2w
(!a --w I.9
)
p
i-c

(5)

is the plasma frequency and n is
where o,=(4rq”nlm)1’2
the number density of the plasma. Surprisingly, this equation
also applies to the low-temperatureequilibria of plasmas in
quadrupoletraps, which are uniform-density, rigidly rotating
spheroids.6The spheroids are biaxial ellipsoids with rotational symmetry about the z axis, so they are completely
specifiedby their length, L, along the z axis and their radius,
rp , at z = 0. The ratio of length to diameter,
Tinkle, Greaves, and Surko
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The quantitiesel and e3are elementsof the dielectric tensor
appropriateto a single-componentplasmain a uniform magnetic field,

L
a=rLTp.

is referredto as the aspectratio. In equilibrium, cr is related
to the plasmadensity by the equation33
@;=d

E=

2
A3(“)’

El
[ 1
-ie2

0

ie2
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0

0

0

63

,

(9)

and are relatedto the plasmaparametersas follows:

where
2Q$x(a2.43(a)=

ff*-1

1)-“2]

El = I- w;/(w*-g),
>

ez=q+tJ~/w(w2-fl~),

and Qy is a Legendrefunction of the secondkind. As shown
in Fig. 2, op is a monotonicallyincreasingfunction of @that
approachesits minimum value, op= w, , as a-+0. This implies that u,>fiM, as may be seenfrom a comparisonof Eq.
(4) and Es. (5).

E3=

1 - w;/02,

where 43, = a,- 2 w, . In this coordinatesystem,the surface
of the plasma is describedby &=(E~/E~)“*L/~,
the Poisson’s equationis transformedinto Laplace’sequation.As a
result, the perturbedpotentialinside the plasmamay be written as

B. Plasma oscillations

The dispersionrelation for the normal modes of these
non-neutralplasma spheroidshas been derived in the cold
fluid limit by Dubin, using spheroidalcoordinatesand a
clever frequency-dependentcoordinate transformation to
match solutions for the potential perturbation, ?B, at the
plasmasurface.This is the first analytical theory to treat the
boundaryconditionsof a finite plasmaexactly.
To understandthe structure of the normal modes described by the theory requiressome discussionof the coordinate systemsused.Outside the plasma,spheroidalcoordinates(5, ,t2,4) are used.The azimuthalangle, c$,is the same
as in cylindrical coordinates,and & and 6 are related to
cylindrical coordinatesby the equations
p=[(s:-d2)u-.5;,l’“,
z=&52.

With the parameterd chosenas d2 = (L/2)2 - ri, the plasma
surfaceis describedby 5, = L/2. The solutionsto Laplace’s
equationcan be expandedin terms of the associatedLegendrefunctions as

where the AI,,n are constantcoefficients.
Inside the plasma, a different set of spheroidalcoordinates,(5, , z2,4), is usedin which the relation to the z coordinate is altered:
p=[@-d2)(

1-&]““,

z=(EglE1)1’2&&~

where
J2=

(; i2p.
3
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(8)

cP-P~,~(~~
,z2,q5,t) = B,,,Pr(l,

/J)P;“( ~a)ei(mqb-of),

Matchmg a@:,, and &I$‘, at the surfaceleadsto the dispersion relation

I’*PT(kI)
pl;‘o
1’2 P;f(k,)Qlf’(k2)
Plli’(WQ;t(k*)

’

where k,=a/(cr2--e3/E,)
i’2, kz=a(ar2- l)-“2, and the
primes indicate derivativestaken with respect to the entire
argument.
For strongly magnetizedplasmas,in which a,% wp and
sZ,+ oZ , the dispersion relation for low-frequency eigenmodeswith azimuthalsymmetry (i.e., m=O) reducesto
“2 Pl(k,)Q;‘(k2)
P;(WQ;W

’

(11)

and k, simplifies to k, = a( a2 - 1 -I- ~;/a?) - I’*. When
scaledby oZ , the normal mode frequenciesare functions of
(x only, as shown in Fig. 2 for several of the lowest-order
modes. Sketchesof fluid motions during one phaseof the
oscillation are includedin Fig. 2 to indicate the spatialstructure of the modes.The modesshown in this figure with no
radial structureare the Trivelpiece-Gould modes34for spheroidal plasmas.The Appendix includes a discussionof the
solution of Eq. (11).
Another set of modesof interestare the purely azimuthal
modes, for which I = Irnl. In this paper we deal only with
axial modesof electronand pure positron plasmas.We have
discoveredthat the azimuthalmodesof pure ion plasmascan
be investigatedin a novel steady-statemode of operationof
our trap, and the results are to be published in a separate
paper.13
However,both families of modescan be investigated
in either pure electronor pure ion plasmas.
Tinkle, Greaves, and Surko
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of mass.These modes, namely the axial bounce,cyclotron,
and magnetronmodes,should have frequenciesindependent
of the plasmasize, shape,and temperaturein a perfect quadrupole trap, as long as image chargesmay be neglected.
D. Image chkges
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FIG. 2. Cold fluid theory for axial modiS6f highly magnetized spheroidal
plasmas: frequency as a function of aspect ratio for several low-order
modes, scaled by o;.:The dashed line is the plasma frequency.
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C. Thermal effects
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The cold fluid equilibrium describedaboveis valid if the
Debye shielding length, Xn=(kJ/4rrng”)“2,
is, much
smallerthan the size of the plasma,i.e., h,+L, rp . Here T is
the plasmatemperatureand kn is the Boltzmannconstant..In
this case, the thermal equilibrium’deviates~
from a uniformdensity spheroidonly at the edge, where the density falls to
zero in a distanceof a”few Debye lengths.The plasmapressure causes the equilibrium, spheroid to elongate slightly
along the magneticfield. In the oppositelimit,~A$L, rp, the
particle interactionsare negligible comparedto their thermal
energy and the trap potential, and their distribution in i is a
Gaussian,with (z”) =kBTlmof,
=.
The cold fluid mode,theory requires X,BL, rP’,*but, in
addition, Xn must be much smallerthan the wavelength,X, of
the mode being considered.If this is not the case, the frequency of compressionalplasma modes would be expected
to increasedue to the plasmapressure,and:,Landaudamping
will becomeimportant.As a result, even t’cool”. plasmaswill
show only a finite numberof modes,and the most robust will
be the lowest-ordermodes, which have the longest. wavelengths..~[t.j,s
possibleto estimatethe effects of pl,asmatemperatureon the mode frequenciesto first order in ‘?‘,“3*3:as
describedin Sec. IV B 3.*A warm fluid theory in- which .a
pressureterm is ‘addedtothe fluid equationof motion is quite
successfulfor low enough T, but is confoundedby the occurrence of nonphysical acoustic modes for higher temperatures.36
Three of the global modesin the cold fluid theory are not
truly plasmamodes,but merely motions of the plasmacenter
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 2, No. 8, August 1995

Becausethe plasmasstudied are not always small in either total,charge or spatial scale, the effects of the charges
drawn onto the electrodesto maintain constantpotentialsin
the presenceof the plasma(referredto as the plasma“image
charge”) are not always negligible.The attractive interaction
betweenthe plasmaand its image chargemodifies the effective trap potential from that of a perfect quadrupole,making
the equilibrium nonspheroidaland complicating the prediction of mode frequencies.For a small plasma,however,the
dominanteffect of the image chargeis to changethe strength
of the quadrupolepotential to an extent proportional to the
plasmacharge,~4th.a constantof proportionality dependent
on the geometryof the trap electrodes.A-number of papers
have treatedthe problem of ima e chargeeffects in quadratic
wells. Wineland and Dehmelt3$ modeled image charge effects by an infinite seriesof fictitious chargesplaced along
the z axis. A more comprehensivestudy by Brown et a1.38
includes cavity shifts in the cyclotron motions. Van Dyck
et a1.39modeledimage charges-by replacing the trap with a
groundedconductingshell.
An approximatetreatmentof image chargeeffects proceedsin the following way.35The electric potential produced
near the electrodesby a small plasma (i.e., L/2, rp4zo) of
total charge Q in the center of the trap should be well approximatedby the first terms in its multipole expansion,and
dominatedby the monopoleterm, which has the simple form
a,,,= Qlr. The surface ch-argedistribution drawn onto the
electrodesto maintain their equipotentialsmust produce a
potential -Q/r at the electrode surface. If the electrodes
formed a spherical shell, this would be accoml$ishedby a
chargedistribution that itself had only a monopoleterm. For
more complex electrodes,the potential producedinside the
trap by the.’
imzge.chargemay be expandedas
@ICY,i)= g-[s; Bl & kqcos e>, ._ ..0
-whereazimuthal symmetry has been assumed.The unitless
coefficients Bl are determined by the requirement
@l(r(6),8)v=-Q/r(
69, where r(6) is the equation of the
electrode surfaces. Near the center of the trap, only the
lowest-orderterms are important.The monopoleterm (I = 0)
represents.an unimportant shift in the zero of the .potential.
For electrodesthat are symmetric about z = 0, the coefficients vanish for odd values of I, so there is no dipole term.
The quadrupoleterm (1= 2) changesthe trap quadrupole
field from one describedby the frequency.wZ to one describedby 6~: , where<.
’ (~t$,)~=w;-

2aQ B,.

s

The spheroidal equilibrium and normal mode frequencies
will be altered accordingly.
Tinkle, Greaves, and Surko
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For the special case of the center-of-massmode, the assumption that odd-l coefficients vanish is not valid, because
the plasma has a time-varying dipole moment. A treatment
similar to that just describedfor the quadrupoleimage charge
field inducedby the monopole moment of the plasmamay be
used to calculateB, and higher coefficients. When the force
on the plasma due to this time-dependentinduced dipole is
calculated,it is found to have the same effect on the centerof-mass motion as is produced by the static quadrupolefield
induced by the plasma monopole moment, resulting in harmonic oscillation at a frequency We,.,.,,
given by
&,=+~(B,+B2).
m zo

E. Anharmonicity

Deviations of the trap potential from a perfect quadrupole will affect the plasma equilibrium and the mode frequencies.The precision of a particular set of electrodesis
customarily4’describedin terms of unitlesscoefficients in an
expansionof the potential about the center of the trap:
(z2-+p2)
2

zo

+vc

m
I=0

r i

Cl G P[(COS8).
(

1

(13)

In an ideal trap, all of the C, coefficients are zero, and, in
practice, all the odd-i coefficients are usually assumedto be
negligible due to symmetry about z= 0 maintained during
the constructionof the electrodes.The coefficient Co represents an unintentional (and unimportant) direct current (DC)
offset to the potential, and C2 describesa deviation of wZ
from its designvalue. The coefficient of the quartic term, C, ,
is a measureof the trap imperfection, or anharmonicity.Precision traps have compensationelectrodesin the asymptotic
region of the trap, which make it possible to approximately
zero C4. The optimum configuration for this purposeis one
that producesno change in C, as C4 is adjusted, which is
obtained for po= 1.1 6zo .4o The asymptotically symmetric
design approximatedby our trap ( po= v2zo) is not the optimum, but has neverthelessbeen used for most precision trap
experiments.
The coefficient, C, , is a useful figure of merit for a trap,
but doesnot sufficiently describe a trap if large plasmasare
to be studied.A set of carefully chosencylindrical electrodes
can be made to null both C4 and C6 coefficients in the
potentiaL4’but will nonethelessdeviate greatly from a quadrupole field near the electrodes,which do not lie along equipotentials of such a field. For large plasmas,or when largeamplitude motions of single trapped particles are expected,
the hyperboloidal geometry shown in Fig. 1 may be preferable.
It is possible3’to estimate the effect of a small trap anharmonicity on the mode frequencies.One of the most obvi2884

,

-r -

24cm
-L

(12)

Plasmasthat are not much smaller than the trap may still
have onIy minor effects from image charge, but the coefficients (possibly even their sign) will depend on the plasma
length and radius, as well as the total charge. A numerical
Poisson solution would be required to determine the image
chargefield for a particular plasma.

@t>(p,z)= v

.
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FIG. 3. Electrode assemblies showing the scheme for exciting and detecting
plasma oscillations: (a) cylindrical trap; (b) approximate quadrupole trap.

ous effects of a substantialanharmonicity is that the plasma
center-of-massmode frequenciesbecome dependenton the
size and shapeof the plasma.
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT
A. Plasma formation

The experimentaldevice can produce single-component
plasmasof positrons, electrons,or ions, which may be confined in a cylindrical electrodestructure or in a set of hyperboloidal electrodes.Most of the data presentedhere are for
electron plasmas.The positrons for the experiment were obtained from a 22Napositron emitter used in conjunction with
a thin-film tungsten moderator42V43
or a solid neon moderator.44*45
The tungstenmoderatoralso provides a convenient
source of electrons via secondaryemission under positron
bombardment.If the sign of all of the electrode potentials
used for positron trapping is reversed, electrons can be
trapped. The electron trapping rate can be adjusted to be
comparableto the positron trapping rate. The confinementof
electrons is very good, typically several hours, when the
buffer gas is pumped out. This time scale appearsto depend
on the condition of the vacuum, and does not appearto follow the B2/L2 scaling law observed by Driscoll and
Malmberg,& suggestingthat the losses are dominated by a
processother than conventionalplasma transport processes.
We suspectthat the electron lossesmay involve attachment
to neutral gas atoms or molecules,possibly water vapor. Because there are no annihilation losses,and the confinement
time is high, the limit to the number of stored electrons appears to result from the plasma spacecharge,which can become comparableto the confinementpotentials.
B. Hyperboloidal

electrodes

Electron plasma experimentswere performed with plasmas confined in both the cylindrical and the hyperboloidal
electrode structures shown in Fig. 3. The unitless anharmofinkle, Greaves, and Surko
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of the two traps is obtainedif both valuesof C4 are defined
by the samedistancescale.Using z. as the scale,the results
are C4=0. 13 for the cylindrical trap, comparedto 0.055for
the quadrupoletrap. The modestreductionin the anharmonicity resultedin large qualitativeimprovementsin the data,
as describedbelow. In addition,the new electrodesare considerablycloserto the plasmas,resultingin a greatimprovement in signal couplingto the plasmas.
C. Density measurement
0.0

1

I

I

0

2

4
6
radius (cm)

I

0

I

1

8

10

12

oscillation amplitude (cm)
FIG. 4. Comparison of calculated anharmonicities of cylindrical electrodes
(dotted curves) and approximate quadrupole electrodes (solid curves). (a)
w,, vs p and (b): CO,,versus the amplitude of oscillation.

for the cylindrical
structure, .defiried by
parameter
analogyto Eq. (13) but with the cylinder radius, rw , replacing z. as the distancescale,is C,-0.482. Becauseof evidence,describedin Sec. IV A, that the anharmonicitywas
affecting the plasmam o d e frequenciesand impedingthe remote detectionof positrons,a new electrodestructure,shown
in F ig. 3(b), was designedto approximatethe truncatedhyperboloidalelectrodesof a precisionquadivpoletrap. To reduce the effect on the differential p u m p ingcausedby obstruction, most of the surfaceof the endcapsconsistsof a
mesh,with about6 6 % transmission.The 4.32 cm diam holes
in the endcapsare requiredfor positron filling. Numerical
calculationswith a Laplacesolver indicatedthat with such
largeholes,therewas no advantagein makingthe remainder
of the endcapspreciselyhyperboloidal,so a conicalapproximation to the hyperboloidalsurface was made. The electrodeswere m a d eof aluminumand plated with gold on silver on copper.
The electrodesare designedto approximatean asymptotically symmetric quadrupoletrap [see Eq. (l)] with
zo= 6*:3 cm. The anharmonicitycoefficientfor this structure
is n o m inally Cd- 0.055, but is influencedby externalpotentialsbecauseof the largeholesin the endcaps.F igure4(a)
showsthe calculatedaxial bouncefrequencyas a function of
radiusfor a single particle in the trap, showinga substantial
improvementover the cylindrical structure.Anotherresult of
anharmonicityis the variation of the bouncefrequencywith
bouncea m p litude,shown in F ig. 4(b). A better comparison
nicity

Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 2, No. 8, August 1995

The radial distributionof chargestoredin the trap canbe
measuredby reducingthe voltage on one of the confining
electrodes,causingthe trappedparticlesto streamout of the
confinementregion along the magnetic field lines. The
“dumped”chargestrikes a set of 11 concentricannularcollector plates.The collector array is locatedoutsidethe m a in
solenoid, so the diverging field lines give a view of the
plasmam a g n ifiedby dm=
I .76, whereB, is the magnetic field at the collectors.This results in a radial spatial
resolutionat the plasmaof 0.27 cm for the inner eight collectors.The collectorsaregold-platedaluminummachinedto
overlapso that all chargewithin the outerradiusof the array
is collected,avoidingchargingof the supportblock.
Dividing the chargemeasuredon a collectorby the area
to which it mapsgives a measureof the z-integratedplasma
density, qZ , at the averageradius to which the collector
maps.To infer plasmadensity from thesez-integratedprofiles requires a numerical calculation, in which Poisson’s
equation, V2Q(p,i) = -4rrqn(p,z),
is solved with the
properelectrodegeometryand potentials.It is assumedthat
the plasmais in local thermal equilibrium along eachmagnetic field line and that there is no .azimuthalvariation, so
that the densityat eachradius has a Boltzmanndistribution,
04)

where Cpis the total potential, bcluding the self-consistent
field of the plasma.Here C(p,T) is a normalizationconstant
associatedwith the Boltzmann factor, and q,(p) is the z
integral of n(p,z), the data input to the program.In principle, the plasmatemperature,T, could be a function of p, as
m ight occur if rapid radial transportleadsto Joule heating,
but we alwaysassumea uniform temperature,which is usually 300 K. As describedbelow,the temperatureis confirmed
by direct measurement
to within an accuracyof 2 0 % at 300
K. The computerprogrammakesa guessof the total potential and distributesthe known numberof particles at each
radius accordingto this potenti using Eq. (14). It then
solvesPoisson’sequationto find a new estimatefor a, and
iterates the procedure until adequate convergenceis
achieved.
D. Temperature measurement and heating

W e use the standard “magnetic beach”techniqueto
measurethe temperatureof the plasmas.47*48
A small watercooled coil is positionedbehind the collector array and its
current is adjustedto make the total magneticfield at the
collectors equal to the field in the confinementregion. A
Tinkle, Greaves, and Surko
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principally the variation in the strengthof the m irror field
over the surfaceof the collectorarrayand the locationof the
collectorsoutsidethe m a in solenoid.This variation leadsto
an uncertaintyin definingthe m irror ratio, R.
The plasmamay be heatedto about0.5 eV by the application of short pulses(At-2-50 ms) of broadbandradio
frequency (RF} noise (Af- 10 MHz) to one of the
electrodes.”The plasmatemperaturerisesquickly to a maxim u m , abovewhich it appearsthat an inelasticcollision process,suchas vibrationalexcitationof Nz m o lecules,provides
strongenoughcooling to stabilizethe temperature.After the
heatingpulseis switchedoff, the plasmacools towardroom
temperatureon a tim e scaleof a few seconds.To studyplasmas of a particular temperature in the range 0.025
C k,T< 0.5 eV, we wait for the appropriatetim e after the
applicationof a standardheatingpulse.A typical cycle of RF
heatingand buffers gas cooling is shown in F ig. 5(b). The
cooling tim e scale is different from panel (a) of this figure
becausea different buffer gaspressurewas used.
E. Mode excitation and detection
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1
2
time (see)

3

4

FIG. 5. (a) Temperature as a function of time after trapping. (b) Plasma
beating by RF noise, followed by cooling on the buffer gas. The inset shows
the temperature rise during heating pulse with a saturation at kaTeO.5 eV.

series of n o m inally identical plasmas are formed and
dumpedwith varying potential biasesVb on the collectors,
and the total chargereceivedis recorded.In principle, this
curvecontainsinformationon the velocity distributionof the
plasmaandcan be usedto deducethe plasmatemperature,4g
but this is complicatedby the changesto the plasmapotential
that occuras the plasmais dumped.Instead,the field at the
collectorsis increasedto producea magneticm irror, and the
datasetis retaken.The slopesof the two curvesat their m idpoints are usedto estimate~?lvldV,, and the separationher
tweenthe curvesgives an estimateof dNldR, whereR is the
m irror ratio. The temperatureis the ratio of thesequantities,

Normal modes of the plasmaare studied by applying
sinusoidalsignalsto oneelectrodeand measuringthe signaIs
inducedon anotherelectrode.As shown in F ig. 3, the two
end electrodesare usedfor the study of modeswith no azimuthal variation.A spectrumanalyzerwith a tracking generatoris usedto exciteresonances
by sweepingthe excitation
frequency,Typical m o d efrequenciesare a few megahertzfor
the axial modesof electronplasmas.W h e n a largea m p litude
of the drive signal is used,heatingeffects can be seenin the
form of a reductionof the signal a m p litudesand shifts in
frequency.The drive a m p litudeswere reducedto the point
wheretheseeffects were no longerevident.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Plasmaexperimentsin the cylindrical electrodestructure
beganwith the simplegoal of remotedetectionand m o n itoring of trappedpositronsin the original three-stagepositron
trap. This turned out to be surprisinglydifficult becauseof
the small numbersof positronsthen available(3X 105), various signal-couplingproblems,and an unexpectedphysical
effect that was eventuallyascribedto the anharmonicnature
of the trap potential.In addition,the normal modesof large
dNldR
electronplasmas,thougheasily excited and detected,could
kBT=q jj+-jjyb
not be accuratelycomparedwith theoriesfor either cylindriTemperature
measurements
m a d eat varying times after cal or spheroidalplasmas.This led to the designof, the hythe rapid introductionof a small numberof particlesinto the
perboloidalelectrodestructuredescribedin Sec. III B andto
trap allow the cooling of the particlesby collisions with the
a substantialimprovementin the data.Small numbersof parbuffer gasto be observed.As shownin F ig. 5(a), thereis an
ticles (about lo4 or more) could be detectedby exciting and
initial rapid cooling immediatelyafter the filling is shut off
detectingan oscillation of their center of mass about the
and thereafter,the plasmaapproachesits final temperature center of the trap. The electronplasmam o d e frequencies
with an exponentialcooling tim e constant,which is typically
were found to be much more stable,but were still not in
r,= 0.6 s and dependson the buffer gas pressure.W e have quantitativeagreementwith the cold fluid theoryfor spheroiassumedthat this final temperatureis the temperatureof the
dal plasmas[Eq. (11) and F ig. 21.The discrepancywas disbuffer gas, i.e., 300 K, and usedthis to calibratethe mea- coveredto be m a inly the resultof the finite plasmatemperasurement.The resulting scalefactor of 0.85 probablyarises ture. This effect has been studiedin detail for the lowestfrom imperfectionsin the geometryof this magneticbeach, order axial plasmamode,the quadrupolemode.
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A. Cylindrical

trap

1. Electrostatics

As shownin Fig. 3(a), the electrodesof the third stageof
the positron trap consist of three cylinders and a flat diskshapedelectrodewith a hole in the centerfor particle access.
The end cylinder is set to a potential V, , the disk electrodeis
set to V2, and the middle two cylinders are grounded.The
plasmasstudied are containedwell within the long cylinder,
so that the hole in the disk and the details of the geometry
beyond the second short cylinder are not important. As a
result, the basic featuresof the electrostaticsof the trap can
be determinedanalytically from the Green’sfunction for a
closedcylinde?’ by placing a fictitious disk at the far end of
the secondshort cylinder. Useful resultsthat can be obtained
include the location of the potential minimum and the expansion of the potential about the minimum [as in Eq. (13)], as
functions of the potentialson the disk electrodeand the short
cylinders with respectto the long cylinder. The results are in
good agreementwith more laboriousnumerical solutions to
Laplace’sequation.
A simpler approachthat gives very similar results uses
only the dominantterms of the expansionfor the trap potential obtainedfrom the Green’sfunction. This gives the form

@b,Z)~Jo
ixyf 1(VICle-Xol~rw+ V2C2exol”r”), (15)
where J,, is a Besselfunction, x0,-2.4048 is the first zero
of Jo(x), c r and c2.are constants,and z = 0 is definedas the
geometricalcenterof the trap. The exponentialsare approximations to hyperbolic sine functions. Consideringthe potential along the axis (p=O), we can easily find the position of
the minimum,
rw
zc=

yg

ClVl
ln-----c2v2

i

1’

and the power series expansionof @(0,~) about the minimum, which is recognizedas a hyperbolic cosine function,
giving the result
~(p,r)-2i~~~2V*V~)1’2Jo(

yjcoshj

xol(;,zc)).

(17)
The frequencyof small oscillations about z, is found to be

Equation (17) is a generic form for the potential near a
minimum inside a long cylinder. Different geometriesof the
end electrodes, different cylinder lengths, and different
choices for the location of z = 0 affect only the coefficients
cl and ca, as long as VI and V2 are not so different that the
potential minimum is close to one of the end electrodes.The
insensitivity of z, to VI and V2 indicated by Eq. (16) is a
problem if a center-of-massoscillation is to be excited by
oscillating V, and detectedby signalsinducedon V, . A more
physical explanationis that external fields die out exponentially with distanceinside a conductingcylinder, which is the
essenceof Eq. (15). The anharmonicityof the potential is
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FIG. 6. Dependence of (a) amplitude and (b) frequency of the axial centerof-mass oscillation on the number of particles in the cylindrical trap.

easily found from the power seriesfor the hyperboliccosine.
A distancescale must be chosen[for example, in Eq. (13),
coordinatesare scaledby zo], and the natural choice in this
geometryis the radius of the cylinder wall, rw . This results
in C,=x$,/l2, i.e., C,-0.482, for any long cylindrical
trap. The positive sign of C, indicatesthat the potential well
“stiffens” with increasingdistancefrom the minimum.
2. Center-of-mass

mode

For clouds of particlesin which spacechargeeffects are
negligible, the particles will collect about the axial potential
minimum, with the radial distribution with which they are
trapped.If their radial distribution is narrow and their temperatureis low enoughthat they stay close to the minimum,
the potential is approximatelyquadrupole,leading to smallamplitude harmonic oscillations at the frequency, w,(O),
given in Eq. (18). A coherentexcitation of all the particles
producedby a sinusoidalsignal applied to one of the short
cylinders will result in the oscillation of their center of mass
at the frequency o,, =0,(O), which will produce a signal
proportionalto N on the disk electrode.
This simple result was never observedwith the cylindrical electrodes.instead, it was found that unexpectedlylarge
numbersof particles were required to producea detectable
signal (N- 107), that this signal occurred at a frequency
w~.>oJO), and that the amplitudeof the signal was a nonlinear function of N and of other uncontrolledvariables.FigTinkle, Greaves, and Surko
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FIG. 7. (a) Center-of-mass response spectra, for about lo7 electrons in the
cylindrical trap, at varying times after a rapid fill. The curves are offset
vertically for clarity. (b) Cooling curve measured under the same conditions.

ure 6 shows a typical dataset.Such large collections of particles are plasmas and elongate considerably due to their
spacecharge,so it is reasonablethat the signal coupling will
improve and that the frequency may rise as the longer plasmas feel the trap anharmonicity more strongly.
What is surprising is that there is a thresholdbehavior to
the response,such that the responsedetectedfor (N- 10’) is
relatively strong, but a 20% reduction in N below this results
in a very small signal. A more telling result is that this
threshold is correlated with temperature,as demonstratedin
Fig. 7, where the responsespectrumof 10’electronsis monitored as the plasma cools after a rapid fill. The responseas a
function of temperaturefor this datasetis shown in Fig. 8,
which also shows the results for a plasma with half as many
particles.
Becausesuch an effect cannot easily be explained in a
pure quadrupolepotential, the trap anharmonicity appearsto
be a contributing factor. The dependenceson T and N (which
implies a dependenceon n) could both be explained by the
existenceof a threshold value when the size of the plasma is
comparableto the Debye length. It may be that the typical
radial particle distribution, which is approximately Gaussian
with a rms radius of about 1 cm, is wide enough to cause
substantialphasemixing of the signalsfrom particles at different radii becauseof the radial variation in wZ indicated in
Eq. (18) and in Fig. 4(a). Even particles at the same radius
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will have a distribution of bounce periods due to anharmonicity and the thermal distribution of amplitudes of oscillation, as shown in Fig. 4(b). A charge cloud with sufficient
plasma character (i.e., one with XD<Xthreshold)
would tend to
move collectively and might avoid these damping mechanisms. It is not clear, at present,whether this phenomenonis
related to the synchronizationof particle motion observedin
cryogenic traps with smaller numbersof particles5*“’
3. PIasmas

In spite of the difficulty of detecting small numbers of
particles in the cylindrical trap, there is no trouble exciting
and detectingvarious normal modesof large plasmas.A typical responsespectrum,shown in Fig. 9, presentsa family of
resonancesof increasing frequency excited by a sinusoidal
signal applied to one of the confining electrodes(seeFig. 3).
Density profiles of the plasmas, obtained by applying the
Poisson solution program to charge collector data (as described in Sec. III C), appear roughly spheroidal, so an at-
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5

FIG. 9. Spectrum of a plasma of about 2x10’ electrons in the cylindrical
trap. Values of I refer to the mode theory for spheroids [Eq. (1 l)].
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FIG. 10. (a) The z-integrated radial profiles for two plasmas in the cylindrical trap with similar numbers of particles and diierent aspect ratios: (0)
(r-20, (Cl) a-5. (b) Comparison of the frequencies of four modes in the
plasmas shown in (a) with spheroidal mode theory shown by small points
connected by smooth curves.

was made to analyze the data using the spheroidal
mode theory [Eq. (11) and Fig. 21. A strong responsewas
expected at the value of ~~(0) predicted by Eq. (18). As
mentioned in the preceding section, the strongestr;esponse
consistentlyoccurredat a substantiallyhigher frequency,but
by decreasingN it was possibleto track the mode frequency
close enoughto ~~(0) to be confident of its identification as
the center-of-massoscillation. The higher-frequencyseriesof
modes were thus suspectedto be the 1=2,3,4 ,..., axial
modes predictedby the theory.
To test the dependenceof the mode frequencieson aspect ratio, two similar plasmas with different aspect ratios
were obtainedby filling them under identical conditions and
then reducing B in one case to expandthe plasma radially,
giving the z-integratedradial profiles shown in Fig. 10(a).
The frequenciesof the most prominent modes observedin
each case are plotted in Fig. 10(b). The value of o,, was
different for the two plasmasand was not close to o,(O) in
either case,so the mode theory will clearly not be satisfiedto
any degree of precision. It was found that by scaling the
frequencies by the measured values of o,, rather than
W(O), better agreementwith the theory was obtained.Sets
of frequenciespredictedby the theory for four different aspect ratios are also shown in Fig. 10(a),connectedby lines to
distinguish them from the data points. Thesedata show suf-

tempt
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FIG. 11. (a) Center-of-mass response spectra of about IO7 electrons in the
quadrupole trap at varying times after a rapid fill. The curves are offset
vertically for clarity. (b) Cooling curve measured under the same conditions.

ficient qualitative agreementwith the behavior predictedby
the cold fluid theory to be confident with the identification of
the modes.For the radial profiles shown in Fig. 10(a) a lowresolution collector plate assembly consisting of only five
rings was used. For this part of the experiment, this low
resolution was not a great restriction becauseof the qualit&tive nature of the result. However, for the experimentsdescribed in Sec. IV B, where a quantitative analysis was
made,the resolution of the collector plate assemblywas improved by increasingthe number of rings to 11.”
Two weaker modes are visible at frequenciesless than
o,(O) in the spectrum.Possiblecandidatesfor thesemodes
are tlie I= 3 and 1= 4 modes with radial structure indicated
in Fig. 2.
B. Quadrupole

trap

1. Center-of-mass

mode

In the yuadi-upoletrap, the nonlinear behavior of the
axial center-of-massmode seenin the cylindrical trap is absent. When data such as-that shown in Fig. 7 is obtainedin
the quadrupoletrap, the amplitude and frequencyof oscillation appearto be independentof the plasma temperature,as
shown in Fig. 11, in strong contrast to the trend shown in
Fig. 7. Becauseof the increasedsensitivity, it is possible to
Tinkle, Greaves, and Surko
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track the amplitude of the responseacross the range of N
over which the transition to a plasma should occur.
The dependenceof wcrnon N can be adjustedto some
extent by varying the quadrupoletrap potentials relative to
the rest of the trap. This is shown in Fig. 12, in which curves
of o,,(N) are taken for various valuesof the externalpotentials. The most obvious featuresare that it is possibleto tune
the anharmonicity to make o,.,, independent of N for
N< lo’, but that for much higher n, w,, rises regardlessof
the anharmonicity. ’
’
The remainderof the data in this sectionwere taken with
the anharmonicityadjustedtq minimize the variation of o,,
with N, even though this did not occur at the expectedvalues
of the externalpotentials. It appearsthat, rather than nuliing
C, , this procedureadjustedit to balancethe initial effect of
the increasingimage charge.
2. Plasmas

Axial plasma modes are easily excited and detectedin
the quadrupoletrap. A typical spectrumhas strong E= 1 and
I= 2 peaks,and sometimeseither a weak I= 3 peak or one or
two weak low-frequencymodes.For plasmaswith small aspect ratios, the modeswith frequenciesless than oZ can become prominent.Typical spectrataken in the quadrupoletrap
have significant qualitative differences from the spectra
(such as Fig. 9) obtainedin the cylindrical trap. The signalto-noiseratio is greatly improved by the superiorsignal coupling, but fewer of the purely axial modesare detected,probably becauseof the different plasma shapesstudied in the
two traps. The geometry of the hyperboloidal trap enforces
the restr$tion L<2zo on the plasma length. Becauseof the
condition X,+X for undampedplasma modes, discussedin
Sec. II C, fewer axial modesare expectedfor a short plasma.
This is the only disadvantagethat we have found to using the
quadrupoletrap.
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FIG. 13. (a) Temperature during a cycle of RF heating and cooling on the
buffer gas. (b) Frequencies of the center-of-mass (I= 1) and quadrupoie
(1=2) modes during the heating cycle shown in (a). A spectrum for ~0 is
shown in the inset.

3. Temperature

dependence

of quadrupoie

mode

The techniquedescribedpreviously of reducingthe magnetic field B to obtain similar plasmaswith different aspect
ratios was usedto measurethe dependenceof the qua&pole
(I = 2) mode frequency on (Y,and a significant discrepancy
with the cold fluid theory remained.Much of this difference
is causedby the nonzerotemperatureof the plasma.Figure
13(b) plots the frequencyof the quadmpole mode measured
at various times during a cycle of RF heating and cooling,
with the plasmatemperatureshown in Fig. 13(a).This figure
also showsthe frequencyof the center-of-massmode, and as
expected,no significant temperaturedependenceis observed,
Figure 14(b) shows the quadrupole mode frequency as a
function of temperaturefor three plasmaswith differ&t aspect ratios. The radial profiles are shown in Fig. 14(a).When
the data are extrapolatedto T=O, frequencieswithin about
1% of the cold fluid predictionsfor the quadrupolemodeare
obtained,confirming our identification of the mode.
The cold fluid theory assumesa cold plasmaof uniform
density in au exactly quadraticpotential imposed by distant
electrodes.To model effects not included in the cold fluid
theory, Spencerand Mason performednumerical simulations
of the plasmas.” The electrode voltages and z-integrated
density profiles of experimentally measuredplasmas were
Tinkle, Greaves, and Surko
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predictedfrequencyratio betweenthe quadrdpdieand centerof-mass modes shown by the solid lines in Fig. 14 is in
excellent agreementwith the data. The simulation frequencies at the lowest temperaturesagreewell with the predictions of Dubin’s cold fluid theory (i.el, to within 3%), as
shown in Fig. 14(b). This is interestingin view of the fact
that the density profiles shown in Fig.. 14(a) differ substantially from the nearly uniform density expected‘for a plasma
in global thermal equilibrium (and assumedby the cold fluid
theory). The insensitivity of the mode frequenciesto the
plasma profile simplifies their use as &agnostics, as discussedin Sec. IV C.
An approximateanalytical treatmentof temperatureeffects on the quadrupolemode frequency was proposedrecently by Dubin. This model leadsto a predictionof a shift
in the quadrnpolemode frequencyfrom the cold fluid result
0; to cLl2?
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where A3(a) is defined in Eq. (7) and y=3 is the ratio of
specific heatsfor one-dimensionalexpansions.All quantities
on the right-handsidesof Eqs. (19) and (20) are evaluatedin
the cold fluid lim it. The function g(n) describesthe fieFIff. 14. (a)Radii density profilesin thi plasma
m idplane
for three elecof pa.rticles
butdifferent
aspect
ratios.(b) quencyshift from the temperaturedependenceof the plasma
tron plasmas with similar numbers
Temperature
dependence
of thequadmpole
modefrequency
for theplasmas shape.If this term is neglected,one obtainsa result similar to
shownin (a):(Cl)&=2.24, L=6.20 cm; (0) a=4.38, L=7.52 cm; (A)
cu=7.80, L=8.32 cm.Thesolidlinesarenumerical
simulations
andthe the Bohm-Gross dispersion relation for a warm neutral
1)/L.
plasma,w2=o$+ yk$kBTlm, with k,--rr(ldottedlinesarefromthefluidtheory.,using&. (19).
The data shown in Fig. 14 indicatethat (02)~is linear in
T for the longer plasmas,but deviatesfrom linearity for the
usedas input to a Poisson-Boltzmamrequilibrium code.,The shortest plasma, for which the temperaturedependenceis
resulting.equilibria, from which the plasma aspect ratios
strongest.For the samevalue of T and the samemode, the
were obt.ained,were constrainedto match the experimental effect of temperatureis strongerfor shorterplasmasbecause
density’profiles and the total particle number.The computa- the wavelengthof the mode is smaller,making the effective
tions were done assumingaxisymmetry and used a 120 by
temperaturehigher.The slopesof the curvesat low tempera240 grid for the coordinatesp ahd z.
tures agreereasonablywell with the predictionsof Eq. (19),
The cqmputedequilibria were then usedto createinitial
which are plotted as dashedlines in Fig. 14.
distributions for particle-in-cell simulations that used the
samespatial grid and electroderepresentationas the equilibrium computation. The center-of-mass and quadrupole C. Diagnostic applications
modes were excited by displacing all of the particles by a
For positron and positron-electronplasmas,nondestrucsmall amountin the samedirection in z and also by stretch- tive diagnosticsare essential,and the measurementof the
ing the plasmaalong the z axis. The position of the centerof
frequenciesof plasmamodesis an attractive way of accommassI b.’ 9 and the density averageof the squareof the poplishing this, becausefrequenciescan be measuredwith
sition of the plasmarelative to the centerof mass((z - .z;~)~), great precision.The modesstudiedare global, and thus they
were then tracked in time and Fourier analyzedto yield the
provide information on global plasma parameters.For the
frequenciesof the center-of-massand quadrupolemodes,repurposes of mode studies, the spatial distribution is adspectively.The plasmawas representedby 50 000 particles, equatelyparametrizedby L and c~,since the mode frequenwhich were advancedthrough 16 384 time stepsof 4X 10-s s
cies are relatively insensitive to the radial density profile.
each.
Therefore,the cold fluid equilibrium theory for a uniformThe experimentallymeasuredplasmasshown in Fig. 14
density spheroid[Eq. (6)] may be used to relate the paramwere studied using these simulation techniques.From the
etersN, CY,and L:
Poisson-Boltzmanncode,the aspectratios were found to be
2
7.80, 4.38, and 2.24. For each aspectratio, simulationswere
L3=z
cr2A3(a)N.
(21)
madefor ten temperaturesin the range0.001-O.176 eV. The
z
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15 is a mode spectrumobtainedfor such a positron plasma
confined in the cylindrical trap, where the positron trapping
efficiency is highest.Strong signalsare seenfor the centerof-massoscillation and for the I= 2 and l= 3 axial plasma
modes. This is the first time that collective modes of an
antimatterplasmahave beenobserved.As with the electron
plasmas,fewer modesare observedin the quadrupoletrap,
but the quadrupolemode is seen.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studiedthe normal modesof single-component
plasmasin cylindrical and hyperboloidalgeometry,and for
the latter case,we havefound good agreementwith the comFIG. 15. Spectrum of a positron plasma of 6X IO’particles in the cylindrical
trap.
prehensive normal mode theory of Dubin. This study
complementsthe work on cold ion m icroplasmas,8V9
in which
excellent agreementwith the theory has been obtainedfor
Thus,a measurementof N fixes a relationshipbetweenL and the frequenciesof the quadrupolemode and the 1= 2, m = 1
modes.Under the properconditions,confidencein the theory
a. Measurementof two plasma modes combinedwith the
is sufficient to justify its useas a measurementtool, as in the
resultsof simulationsor warm fluid theory would providethe
studiesby Weimers3of cryogenicelectron plasmas.
additionalrelationshipsto uniquely determineL, a, and T,
Becausesome of the conditions of our experimentsare
and hencealso the plasmaradiusand density.If the temperaset
by
considerationsother than the production of small,
ture is known, as it is in the presenceof a buffer gas, then
with IV determinedfrom the amplitudeof the center-of-mass cold, precisely spheroidalplasmas,we have consideredthe
response,Eqs. (19) and (2 1) may be usedto determineL and effects of various perturbations.Important effects of which
cy from the quadrupolemode frequency.Once the plasma we are aware include those due to image charges,nonuniform density protile, trap anharmonicity,and plasma temparametersare established,whether by these techniquesor
by other diagnostics,subsequentchangesin either tempera- perature.At this point, someprogresshas been madein understanding the frequency shifts caused by finite
ture or shape may be deducedfrom additional shifts in a
single-modefrequency,as in the datafor c.+,during a heating temperature,which can now be used to measurethis imporpulse,shown in Fig. 13. Alternatively,if the temperaturecan tant parameter.By varying N, varying the trap anharmonicity, and allowing electronplasmastime to reach equilibrium
be controlled, the plasma length and aspect ratio may be
after pumping out the buffer gas, it may be possibleto unfound from the slope and intercept of data for (~2)~ vs T.
Applying this technique to the data in Fig. 14, we obtain ravel the separateeffects of the remainingperturbations,and
such experimentsare planned.The successof the numerical
lengthsof 8.5, 7.3, and 5.3 cm for the three plasmas,while
the experimentalvalues are 8.3, 7.5, and 6.2 cm, respec- simulationsby Spencerand Mason in matching the quadrupole mode data suggeststhat such calculationscould be of
tively.
The use of data from modesother than the quadrupole great use in studiesof this type. That all thesecomplications
may be treatedas small perturbationsto the cold fluid theory
modewould benefit greatly from a completetheory of finitetemperature spheroidal plasmas. Modes with azimuthal suggeststhat the theory will continue to be of great utility.
Quadrupoletraps and spheroidalplasmasoffer the opstructure, such as the I= 2, m = 2 diocotron modes, have
portunity to approachsomeof the unsolvedproblemsof nonfrequenciesthat dependon aspectratio,7and they could proneutralplasmasfrom a new perspective.If a phenomenonin
vide the data neededfor completedeterminationof the bulk
question has been tentatively identified as a “threeplasmaparameters,if their temperaturedependence
were undimensional”(3-D) effect in cylindrical plasmas,it m ight be
derstood.
interestingto repeatthe experimentwith spheroidalplasmas,
D. Positron plasmas
in which the 3-D natureis underexperimentalcontrol, and is
All the precedingdata were obtainedusing electrons.At
perhapsbetter understood.The featuresthat make quadruthe time of the early work in the cylindrical trap, the largest pole traps appealingto atomic physicists,the exactly soluble
positronplasmasconsistedof about lo6 positrons,and due to
simple harmonic motions of single particles and their long
the anomalousdampingand the poor sensitivity of the cylinconfinementtime, may make studiesof plasmasin quadrudrical trap, even their center-of-massmotion could not be
pole traps an interestingtest of field-error-driventransport,
detected.With the constructionof the quadrupoletrap, the
since resonanceswith field errors could be very strong (the
sensitivity improved and the anomalousdampingwas elimiharmonicfrequenciesdo not shift off resonanceas the amnated,permitting the detectionof the center-of-massmotion plitude of motion grows) and would be sharedby ail parof as few as lo4 positrons,but no plasmamodeswere seen. ticles, if spacecharge is negligible.Becausegood connneWith the replacementof the tungsten-filmpositronmodment does not require the strong self-field of a welleratorby a more efficient solid neonmoderator,plasmascondevelopedplasma,it may also be possibleto learn about the
taining more than 108positronscan now be obtained.Figure nature of marginalplasmasand of the transition from inde2892
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pendent particle motions to the collective behavior of a
plasma.

fruitful collaboration that has developedwith R. L. Spencer
and G. W. Mason.
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An explicit form for the spheroidal equilibrium, expressedin terms of Qy in Eq. (6), is

for a<l,

&77)l(a-Jm)]&Zi}-‘,
for cu> 1.
i (a2- 1)3’2{(d2)ln[(a+
This correspondsto l/B(a), in the notation of Ref. 8.
The frequency of the quadrupolemode of a cold, strongly magnetizedspheroidal plasma has the form
q-

a!2

(a2+$ll[(a+j2=T)/(a-

(Al)

&?=i)]-3a~i77
(‘w

I
for a>l, the case typical of our electron plasmas.
Finally, a few notes on the roots of the dispersion relation of axial modes for the strongly magnetized case. The
dispersion relation, Eq. (1 l), may be written in the form
(k:-1)~;(kI)=wl(~)k,~l(kl),
where kt= (~(a’- 1 + w~/w~)-~‘~ and
1
w(a)=

a j2-7

(A3)

Qp’( a/&?-=-i=)
Qp(&Fi)

*

(A4)

Equation (A3) is a polynomial in k, of order If 1, with
coefficients that depend on LY.For even values of 1, a factor
of kt divides out. For any I, the result is a polynomial in kf
of order [(I + 1)/2], where “[ 1” denotesthe maximum integer. Thus, there is one root for I= 1 or I= 2, and there are
two roots for 1= 3 or 1=4, etc. Each solution for kf at a
particular value of a translates into the value of w for the
normal mode, scaled by wP. The different eigenvaluesof w
obtained for the same values of 1 and m correspondto normal modes with different radial structure. The modes with
purely axial structure have the highest frequencies.
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